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In this paper, we present a prestress vertical comb drive resonator with a frequency tuning capability. The resonator consists of three sets of comb

fingers, which act as driving electrodes. The comb fingers are fabricated along with a composite beam. One end of the composite beam is

clamped to the anchor, whereas the other end is elevated vertically by the residual stress. A clamped force, which is formed by a DC voltage, is

utilized to restrain the vibration of the composite beam. By applying a DC clamped voltage and a driving voltage in different electrodes, the

resonator exhibits different frequency responses. The device is fabricated through a 0.35 mm complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor

(CMOS) process with a post-CMOS micromachining process. Experimental results indicate that the initial resonant frequency of the device is

18.6 kHz, and the maximum frequency tuning range up to 28.5% is obtained. The resonator device can recover its original frequency without

causing any structural damage. # 2010 The Japan Society of Applied Physics

DOI: 10.1143/JJAP.49.116501

1. Introduction

Microresonators with electrostatic actuation have been
employed in various microsystems, such as resonant accel-
erometers,1–3) microelectromechanical filters,4,5) and chemi-
cal sensors.6,7) The main benefit of electrostatic excitation is
its characteristic low power consumption. Recently, various
electrostatic actuation methods, such as those using parallel-
plate and comb drive structures, have been developed.
Electrostatic comb actuators are developed to suppress the
occurrence of a vertical pull-in phenomenon in a vertical
resonator with a parallel plate electrostatic actuator.8,9) The
comb-drive structure also has an advantage over parallel-
plates, in that the electrostatic force is independent of the
displacement of the actuator.

In most resonators, resonant frequency is an important
parameter in measurement. However, it tends to deviate
from the designed value owing to micromachining process
variations, the operating environment, as well as aging and
contamination.9–12) Therefore, the resonant frequency of a
microresonator must be tuned after fabrication for numerous
applications.13,14) Various frequency tuning methods have
been demonstrated; they can be grouped into two major
categories, namely, active tuning and passive tuning. Active
tuning schemes include electrostatic and electrothermal
tuning. Electrostatic tuning methods generally apply a tuning
voltage to alter the stiffness of capacitive structures.15–19)

Electrothermal tuning changes the thermal stress of micro-
structures with an input power.20–23) Inducing stress in a device
also changes the effective stiffness of the device. Active tuning
methods do not permanently modify or damage structures.
They are suitable for real time tuning when environmental
changes alter the frequency of the resonator. In contrast,
passive tuning methods usually make permanent changes by
dimensional trimming. In other words, passive tuning is none
other than mass tuning. Previous investigations have been
demonstrated using many tools for passive tuning, such as
those for laser trimming,24,25) a focused ion beam (FIB),26,27)

deposition,28,29) and ion milling.30) These instruments usually
need a high processing temperature and are costly.

In this work, we present a vertical electrostatic resonator
with a frequency tuning capability and a multiple-electrode
configuration. The resonant frequency of this resonator can
be tuned by changing the stiffness by driving with different
electrodes. Complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor mi-
cro-electro-mechanical-system (CMOS–MEMS) technology
is used for fabrication. The following sections present the
operating principle, theoretical analysis and simulation,
fabrication process, and experimental results.

2. Operating Principle

The electrostatic actuation method for the developed
resonator is based on a prestress comb-drive structure.31)

Figure 1 schematically depicts a resonator with different
driving states. The resonator consists of an anchor, a com-
posite beam, and a set of comb fingers. These comb fingers,
designed along the composite beam, acted as the movable
and fixed comb fingers. One end of the composite beam is
clamped to the anchor and the other end is elevated due to
the residual stress between the two deposited materials, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). When a voltage, V , is applied between
the movable and fixed comb fingers, the movable composite
beam can be pulled downward to the substrate using the
electrostatic force induced by the fringe effect, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). The taper-like distances between each movable
and fixed comb are obtained from the free end to the fixed
end, on the basis of the curved-up shape of the composite
beam. In the actuating mechanisms, the movable comb
fingers that are close to the anchor provide the main
actuation force. As the actuation progresses, these movable
comb fingers will be pulled down accordingly. With the
driving voltage, the vertical displacement of the free end of
the resonator increases. Compared with the parallel-plate
electrostatic actuator, the vertical comb drive exhibits no
pull-in and hysteresis phenomenon. Notably, the electro-
static force is constrained when the movable comb finger
is close to the fixed comb finger, independently of input
driving voltage, as shown in Fig. 1(c). If the fixed fingers are
divided into several sets as multiple fixed electrodes, the
resonator can be driven under various conditions. Figure 2
illustrates a resonator with three sets of driving electrodes.
By applying different voltage signals in different fixed�E-mail address: chiou@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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electrodes, the resonator will exhibit dissimilar frequency
responses. For example, in the case of an additional DC
voltage applied to one of the three fixed electrodes while
the others are driven with the sinusoidal wave voltage,
the frequency response will differ from that in all fixed
electrodes provided with the same sinusoidal driving
voltage.

3. Theoretical Analysis and Finite Element Method

(FEM) Simulation

3.1 Resonant frequency analysis

The resonant frequency of a homogeneous cantilever beam
with a uniform cross section is defined as32)

fn ¼
�2
n

2�L2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
EI

�A

s
; ð1Þ

where �n is a dimensionless parameter, which is determined
by boundary conditions. �n for the first three modes of a
cantilever beam is shown in Table I.32–35) L, E, I, �, and
A are the length, Young’s modulus, moment of inertia
about the neutral axis, density, and cross-sectional area
of the cantilever beam, respectively. Composite beams
may be analyzed using the same theory as that for
ordinary beams, since the assumption that plane cross
sections remain plane after bending is valid in pure bend-
ing, independently of the material used.36) Therefore,
the natural frequency of a composite beam can be approxi-
mated as

fn ¼
�2
n

2�L2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

EiIi

���As

vuuuut
; ð2Þ

where N is the number of layers in the composite beam, Ei
and Ii are respectively the Young’s modulus and moment of
inertia of each layer, As is the sum of the cross-sectional area
of each layer, and ��� is the average specific mass density of
the composite beam, which is given by

��� ¼

XN
i¼1

�iti

XN
i¼1

ti

; ð3Þ

where � and t are the density and thickness of each layer,
respectively.

The moment of inertia of each layer is defined by36)

Ii ¼
bt3i
12
þ btid2

i ; ð4Þ

where b is the width of the composite beam, ti is the
thickness of each layer, and di is the distance between the
centroid of the composite beam and the neutral axis of each
layer. Figure 3 illustrates the structure and dimensions of
the proposed resonator. The thickness and material property
of each layer in the CMOS process are obtained from the
National Chip Implementation Center.37) Therefore, the
theoretical resonant frequency of the resonator is calculated
as 17 kHz using eq. (2).

3.2 Frequency tuning analysis

For frequency tuning, the system can be described using the
energy method. In general, the electrostatic force of a comb
drive actuator can be expressed as

Fe ¼
@Ue

@z
¼

1

2
N
@C

@z
V2; ð5Þ

where Ue is the electrostatic energy of the comb drive
actuator, N is the number of comb fingers, V is the applied

Fig. 2. (Color online) Architecture of the proposed multiple-electrostat-

ic-electrode resonator.

Table I. �n for the first three modes of a cantilever beam.

n �n

1 1.875

2 4.694

3 7.855

(a) (c)(b)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Resonator at different driving states: (a) initial state, (b) bias voltage state, and (c) critical bias voltage state.
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voltage, and @C=@z is the gradient of capacitance of comb
fingers in the z-direction.

In addition, the mechanical strain energy of the beam is
given by

Um ¼
1

2
kz2; ð6Þ

where k and z are the unstrained spring constant and
deflection of the beam, respectively. The work done by
electrostatic force is stored in the device in the form of
elastic strain energy. The total potential energy (U) stored in
the system is given by

U ¼
1

2
keffz

2 ¼ Um � Ue; ð7Þ

where keff is the overall effective spring constant. By
considering the second derivative of eq. (7), an expression of
keff is obtained as

keff ¼ k �
1

2
N
@2C

@z2
V2: ð8Þ

Thus, the resonant frequency changes with keff and can be
expressed as

ftun �
1

2�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
keff

meq

s
; ð9Þ

where meq is the equivalent mass of the resonator. By
calculating the difference between eqs. (2) and (9), the
frequency variation induced by the tuning voltage can be
calculated. For instance, an 8% frequency variation is
obtained when a tuning voltage of 50 V is applied to the
device.

3.3 FEM mode simulation

To understand the resonant characteristics of the resonator,
a FEM simulator, IntelliSuite�, is used to calculate the
resonant frequency and the corresponding mode shape. The
resonator consist of a 330� 20 mm2 composite beam that is
fixed to an anchor structure with 23 movable comb fingers
orthogonally mounted on the composite beam, and 24 fixed
comb fingers are mounted on the silicon substrate. The
dimensions of the comb finger are 80� 3 mm2, and the
overlap length is 70 mm. A 60� 60 mm2 plate at the free end
of the composite beam is used as a sensing area for sensor

application in the future. Therefore, the total resonator
length is 390 mm. Note that in the present FEM simulations,
we solely require movable comb and composite beam to
calculate the resonant frequencies. Table II shows the
simulation results of the proposed resonator. In the first
mode, the resonator bends in the vertical direction and the
resonant frequency is 19.7 kHz. The second mode is the yaw
motion, and attention must be paid to avoid shorting due to
the contact between the movable and fixed comb fingers. In
the third mode, the resonator vibrates in the roll motion.
These simulation results can be used as the reference data in
experimental measurements.

4. Fabrication

To fabricate the resonator device, the Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) standard 0.35 mm double
polysilicon quadruple metal (2P4M) CMOS process is
employed, followed by the post-CMOS micromachining
process.38) After CMOS fabrication, a two-step dry etching
process is used to release the MEMS structures. Figure 4(a)
illustrates the cross-sectional view of the MEMS compo-
nents fabricated through the TSMC 0.35 mm 2P4M CMOS

Table II. (Color online) Mode shape of the resonator.

Mode
Frequency

(Hz)
Motion Solid mode shape

1st 19729 Pitch

2nd 57252 Yaw

3rd 84678 Roll

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. (Color online) Process flow: (a) completion of CMOS process,

(b) patterning a PR mask to protect unnecessary etched regions,

(c) etching silicon dioxide by anisotropic RIE, and (d) etching silicon

substrate to release suspended microstructure and remove the PR.

Fig. 3. Dimensions of the proposed resonator.
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process. Before the dry etching steps, a thick photoresist
(PR) layer is coated on the chip and patterned, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(b). This PR mask is utilized to protect the bonding
pads, electronic circuit, and unnecessary etched regions of
the MEMS components during dry etching processes. After
the PR mask is completed, an anisotropic reactive-ion
etching (RIE) process with CHF3/O2 plasma is used to
define the sidewalls of the device structure and etch the
silicon dioxide in the etching holes. Figure 4(c) schemati-
cally shows the cross-sectional view of the MEMS device
after the anisotropic RIE process. Then, an isotropic RIE
with SF6/O2 is applied to etch the silicon substrate and
release the suspended structures of the MEMS component.
Finally, the PR mask is removed and complete the post-
CMOS micromachining process, as shown in Fig. 4(d).

Figure 5 displays the resonator device fabricated by the
CMOS process and the post-CMOS micromachining. There
are three sets of fixed electrodes in the resonator. In order to
enhance the electrostatic force, the thickness of the comb
fingers must be increased. Hence, the designed comb finger
consists of all conductive layers in the CMOS process.
Figure 6 illustrates the cross section of the comb fingers.
Moreover, the composite beam comprises M3, M4, and all
other dielectric layers. The composite beam is bent by the
residual stress, as predicted, and the initial tip height at the
free end is around 30 mm. By applying a driving voltage
between the movable and fixed comb fingers, the resonator
can achieve a vertical motion due to the electrostatic force.

5. Measurement and Discussion

To examine the dynamic characteristics of the resonator
device, a MEMS motion analyzer (MMA) is used to measure
its resonant frequency, as shown in Fig. 7. This instrument
uses both bright-field and interference-based illumination
modes combined with sophisticated machine vision algo-
rithms to quantify target motions. The resonator is driven by
a sinusoidal wave with a voltage offset of 15 V and voltage
amplitude of 5 V. First, the original resonant frequency is
measured. All fixed electrodes are provided with the same
driving voltage. The frequency ranges between 15 and
21 kHz, which agrees with the simulation result. The
fundamental resonance frequency mode is measured at
18.6 kHz, which is close to the calculated (17 kHz) and
simulated (19.7 kHz) values. The difference among these
results is related to fabrication process variations, such as

those in the thickness of each layer and the undercut of
silicon. The quality factor is calculated as 50.

Secondly, a DC voltage is applied to one of the three fixed
electrodes while the others are still driven with the sinus-
oidal wave voltage, as mentioned above. Figures 8–10 show
the variations in frequency with different DC voltages
applied to the first, second, and third fixed electrodes,
respectively. The resonant frequency changes as predicted.
The DC voltage applied to a fixed electrode can be treated as
a clamped force that restrains the vibration of the composite
beam. When a DC voltage of more than 150 V is applied to
the first or second fixed electrode, the composite beam
corresponding to the DC bias fixed electrode will be pulled
downward with a very small vibration. This situation is

Fig. 5. SEM image of the fabricated resonator device.

Fig. 6. (Color online) Cross sections of the fixed and movable comb

fingers.

Fig. 7. (Color online) MEMS motion analyzer.
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similar to the case when the fixed end of the composite beam
is extended from the original anchor to the fixed electrode
where a DC voltage is applied. Therefore, the increases in
both stiffness and resonant frequency due to the effective
beam length seem to be curtailed. Furthermore, when a DC
voltage above 150 V is applied to the third fixed electrode,
the configuration of the resonator seems to change from
a cantilever beam to a fixed-fixed beam. The stiffness
increases substantially, and the resonant frequency cannot be
measured with the same driving voltage.

The frequency varies almost linearly when a DC voltage
is applied to the first fixed electrode, as shown in Fig. 11.
However, a different trend is observed when a DC voltage is
applied to the second or third fixed electrode. The resonant
frequency decreases when the applied DC voltages are 50
and 100 V. This is due to the fact that the strain energy effect
results in a softening spring constant, because the clamped
force produced by the DC voltage is not sufficiently large.
Nevertheless, when the DC bias voltage is 150 V, the
clamped force is sufficiently large for pulling down the
composite beam; therefore, the resonant frequency increases
substantially similarly to that in the case of a fixed-fixed
beam. According to eq. (8), the elastic strain energy

contributed by electrostatic force dominates the effective
spring constant at low voltages (50 and 100 V), whereas the
spring stiffness term (k) dominates at a high voltage (150 V).
Moreover, if the DC voltage is applied to both the first and
second fixed electrodes, the frequency variation trend is the
same as that observed when a DC voltage is applied to the
first fixed electrode.

Table III shows a summary of the frequency variations
measured with different DC voltages. The maximum
frequency variation is up to 28.5% when a DC voltage of
150 V is applied to the second fixed electrode. The resonant
frequency of the electrostatic comb drive resonator with a
multiple-electrode configuration can clearly be effectively
adjusted. The proposed resonator device can also recover its
original frequency without causing any structural damage.
This approach has potential to become an important tool for
the effective frequency tuning of a microresonator device
and for use in various applications.

6. Conclusions

A vertical electrostatic resonator with a frequency tuning
capability is proposed in this paper. The resonant frequency
is adjusted by applying driving voltages to different comb

Fig. 8. (Color online) Frequency response of the resonator with DC

clamped voltage applied to the first fixed electrode.
Fig. 10. (Color online) Frequency response of the resonator with DC

clamped voltage applied to the third fixed electrode.

Fig. 11. (Color online) Frequency variations versus DC voltage applied

to first fixed electrode.

Fig. 9. (Color online) Frequency response of the resonator with DC

clamped voltage applied to the second fixed electrode.
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drive electrodes. The device is implemented using the
TSMC 0.35 mm 2P4M CMOS and post-CMOS proc-
esses. The design, simulation, and measurement are also
presented. The measurement results indicate that the
maximum frequency tuning range is up to 28.5%. The
excellent frequency tuning capability makes the resonator
suitable for many applications, such as a microelectrome-
chanical filter and a chemical sensor.
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